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Readable on any Computer, Tablet, or Smartphone with free software**With the majority of the
US population now financially stressed and millions attempting to prepare themselves to face an
uncertain future, this book answers an important question, “What to do if a family can only afford
one firearm?”The Family Survival Gun zeroes in on the primary firearm a family should own if
they can afford no other. It is a deep, focused look at the sole firearm a family really needs to
own and why. The book then focuses upon that one firearm, how to use it, how to keep it
running, repaired, and fed with ammunition indefinitely.The Family Survival Gun is both a
standalone work, and an expansion upon our foundational publication, 'Locusts on the Horizon'
with a significant amount of fresh information.**Can be read with free reader software from
Ebook Tops on any PC, Mac, iPad, iPhone, iPod Touch, Android Phone, Android Tablet,
Windows Phone, and Blackberry. It can also be read online through any browser via Ebook
Tops's Kindle Cloud.

About the AuthorC.C. Hunter is the author of the young adult fantasy series Shadow Falls,
including Born at Midnight. She grew up in Alabama, where she caught lightning bugs, ran
barefoot, and regularly rescued potential princes, in the form of Alabama bullfrogs, from her
brothers. Today, she's still fascinated with lightning bugs, mostly wears shoes, but has turned her
focus to rescuing mammals. She now lives in Texas with her four rescued cats, one dog, and a
prince of a husband, who for the record, is so not a frog. When she's not writing, she's reading,
spending time with her family, or shooting things--with a camera, not a gun.C.C. Hunter is a
pseudonym. Her real name is Christie Craig and she also writes humorous romantic suspense
romance novels.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.Review“Awake At Dawn was an enjoyable read with a refreshing cast of teenagers with a
unique take on the paranormal… The ending took me totally by surprise and I am anxious to see
what the next book holds!” ―Night Owl Teen Reviews“Fans of the Twilight series will love this
series. I cannot wait to see how this all plays out in book three.” ―Fallen Angel Reviews on C. C.
Hunter's Shadow Falls series“Awake at Dawn is addicting. Somewhere close to the middle, I
knew I had to finish that day or I would not be able to sleep. I needed answers, and I just knew if I
waited a little longer I would get some Lucas action. C.C Hunter really brings these characters to
life and you feel like you know them.” ―Awesome Sauce Book Club“Awake At Dawn is the
second book in the Shadow Falls series and it is easily as awesome as the first! There is almost
always something new or exciting going on…and readers will easily connect to Kylie and the
secondary characters.” ―Live To Read Blog“Born at Midnight is addicting. Kylie's journey of self-
discovery and friendship is so full of honesty, it's impossible not to fall in love with her and
Shadow Falls..and with two sexy males vying for her attention, the romance is scorching. Born at



Midnight has me begging for more, and I love, love, love it!” ―Verb Vixen on C. C. Hunter's
Shadow Falls series“I laughed and cried so much while reading this…I LOVED this book. I read
it every chance I could get because I didn't want to put it down. The characters were well
developed and I felt like I knew them from the beginning. The storyline and mystery that went
along with it kept me glued to my couch not wanting to do anything else but find out what the
heck was going on.” ―Urban Fantasy Investigations Blog on C. C. Hunter's Shadow Falls
series“The newest in the super-popular teen paranormal genre, this book is one of the best.
Kylie is funny and vulnerable, struggling to deal with her real-world life and her life in a fantastical
world she's not sure she wants to be a part of. Peppered throughout with humor and teen angst,
Born At Midnight is a laugh-out-loud page-turner. This one is going on the keeper shelf next to
my Armstrong and Meyer collections!” ―Fresh Fiction on C. C. Hunter's Shadow Falls
series“Seriously loved this book! This is definitely a series you will want to watch out for. C.C.
Hunter has created a world of hot paranormals that I didn't want to leave.” ―Looksie Lovitz Book
Blog on C. C. Hunter's Shadow Falls series“Born at Midnight has a bit of everything...a strong
unique voice from a feisty female lead, a myriad of supporting Supernatural characters, a fiery
romance with two intriguing guys - mixed all together with a bit of mystery - making Born at
Midnight a sure fire hit!” ―A Life Bound By Books on C. C. Hunter's Shadow Falls series“Very
exciting, taking twists and turns I never expected. The main character grows very well throughout
the story, overcoming obstacles and realizing things she never thought possible. And the author
masterfully ended it just right.” ―Flamingnet Book Reviews on C. C. Hunter's Shadow Falls
series“Born at Midnight is a thrilling new young adult story with a wide array of paranormals to
choose from, a love triangle that will make your heart beat a little faster and a mystery that will
keep you guessing.” ―Fiktshun, Strictly For Fiction Blog on C. C. Hunter's Shadow Falls series“I
absolutely LOVED it. Wow, it blew me away.” ―Nina Bangs, author of Eternal Prey on C. C.
Hunter's Shadow Falls series“Fun and compulsively readable, with a winning heroine and an
intriguing cast of secondary characters” ―Jenna Black, author of Glimmerglass on C. C.
Hunter's Shadow Falls series--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter One “You have to stop it,
Kylie. You have to. Or this will happen to someone you love.”The spirit’s ominous words flowed
from behind Kylie Galen and mingled with the crackle and pop of the huge bonfire about fifty feet
to her right. The frigid pocket of air announced the spirit’s presence loud and clear, even if the
words were only for Kylie’s ears and not for the thirty other Shadow Falls campers standing in
the ceremonial circle.Miranda stood by Kylie in the people chain, completely unaware of the
ghost, and gripped Kylie’s hand tighter. “This is so cool,” Miranda muttered, and looked across
the circle at Della.Miranda and Della were not only Kylie’s closest friends, but also her cabin
mates.“We give thanks for this offering.” Chris, or Christopher as he referred to himself tonight,
stood in the middle of the circle and raised the sacred goblet up to the dark sky as he blessed its
contents.“You have to stop it,” the spirit whispered over Kylie’s shoulder again, hindering her
concentration on the ritual.Closing her eyes, Kylie envisioned the spirit the way she had



appeared to her several times now—mid-thirties, long dark hair and wearing a white gown—a
gown covered in blood.Frustration bounced around Kylie’s already tightened gut. How many
times had she pleaded with this spirit to explain, to tell her who, what, when, where, and why?
Only to have the dead woman repeat the same warning.Long story short, ghosts just coming out
of the closet sucked at communication. Probably as bad as beginner ghost whisperers sucked at
getting them to communicate. Kylie’s only option was to wait until the ghost could somehow
explain her warning. Now, however, wasn’t the optimal time.I’m kind of busy right now. So unless
you can explain in detail, can we chat later? The words formed in Kylie’s mind, hoping the ghost
could read her thoughts. Thankfully, the chill running down Kylie’s spine evaporated and the
night’s heat returned—Texas heat, muggy, thick, and hot, even without the bonfire.Thank you.
Kylie tried to relax, but the tension in her shoulders remained knotted. And for a good reason.
Tonight’s ceremonial event, sort of a show-and-tell, was another first in her life.A life that was so
much simpler before she knew she wasn’t all human. Of course, it would help if she could
identify her non-human side. Unfortunately the only person who knew the answer was Daniel
Brighten, her real dad. She hadn’t known he existed until he’d paid a visit to her a little over a
month ago. And he’d obviously decided to let Kylie deal with her identity crisis all on her own.He
seldom visited anymore, bringing a whole new meaning to the term deadbeat dad. Yup, Daniel
was dead—died before she was born. Kylie wasn’t sure if they offered parenting classes in the
hereafter, but she was tempted to suggest he find out. Because now, when he did drop by, she
would catch him watching her and just when she started to ask him a question, he’d fade away,
leaving only a cold chill and her unanswered questions.“Okay,” Chris said. “Release your hands,
clear your mind, but whatever you do, do not break the circle.”Kylie, along with the crowd,
followed his directions. Yet as she released her hands, Kylie’s mind refused to clear. A whisper of
wind picked up a few strands of her long, blond hair and scattered it across her face. She
brushed it behind her ear.Was her deadbeat dad afraid she was going to ask for sex advice or
something? That always had her mom disappearing from a room—running around in search of
another give-this-to-your-teen pamphlet. Not that Kylie had actually asked her mom for sex
advice. Honestly, she was the last person Kylie would go to for that kind of advice.Why, the mere
mention of her being interested in a boy sent her mom into a panic as the letters S-E-X
practically flashed in her mom’s eyes. Thankfully, since Kylie had been shipped off to Shadow
Falls Camp, the supply of sex-related pamphlets had declined.Who knew what she’d missed this
last month? There might have been a few STDs discovered that she didn’t know about. No doubt
her mom was stockpiling them for when Kylie went home for a visit in three weeks. A visit she
wasn’t looking forward to, either. Sure, she and her mom had sort of mended their not-so-good
relationship since her mom had confessed about Daniel being her real dad. But the new mother-
daughter bond felt so fragile.Kylie couldn’t help but wonder if their relationship wasn’t too
delicate to actually spend more than a few hours together. What if she went home and found
things really hadn’t changed? What if the distance between her and her mom still existed? And
what about things with Tom Galen, the man Kylie had perceived to be her real dad all her life, the



man who had walked out on her mom and her for a girl only a few years older than Kylie? Kylie
had been mortified at seeing him sucking face with his way-too-young assistant. So much so,
she hadn’t even told him.A late-night breeze brought the smoke from the roaring bonfire into her
face. She blinked the sting from her eyes, but didn’t dare step out of the circle. As Della had
explained, to do that would have shown a lack of respect to the vampire culture.“Clear your
mind,” Chris repeated, and handed the goblet to a camper on the other side of the circle.Closing
her eyes, Kylie tried again to follow Chris’s directions, but then heard the sound of falling water.
Jerking her eyes open, she looked toward the woods. Was the waterfall that close? Ever since
Kylie had learned about the legend of the death angels at the falls, she felt driven to go there.
Not that she longed to come face-to-face with any death angels. She had her hands full dealing
with ghosts. But she couldn’t kick the feeling that the falls called her.“Are you ready?” Miranda
leaned in and whispered, “It’s getting closer.”Ready for what? was Kylie’s first thought. Then she
remembered.Was Miranda freaking kidding?Kylie stared at the communal goblet being passed
around the circle. Her breath caught when she realized it was only ten people away from being
placed in her hand. Drawing in a deep smoke-scented gulp of air, she tried not to look
disgusted.Tried. But the thought of taking a sip from a container after everyone had smacked
their lips on the rim landed somewhere between gross and nauseating in her mind, but for sure
the biggest yuck factor was the blood.Watching Della consume her daily nutrition had gotten
easier this last month. Heck, Kylie had even donated a pint to the cause—supernaturals did that
sort of thing for their vampire friends. But having to taste the life-sustaining substance was a
different matter altogether.“I know it’s sickening. Just pretend it’s tomato juice,” Miranda
whispered to their friend Helen standing on the other side of her. Not that whispering helped in
this crowd.Kylie looked across the circle of supernatural campers, their faces cast in firelit
shadows from the bonfire. She spotted Della, frowning in their direction and her eyes glowing a
pissed-off gold color. Her acute hearing was only one of her gifts. No doubt Della would call
Miranda on her “sickening” remark later. Which basically meant Kylie would have to convince the
two of them not to murder each other. How two people could be friends and fight so much was
beyond her. Playing peacemaker between the two was a full-time job.She watched another
camper raise the goblet to her lips. Knowing how much this meant to Della, Kylie mentally
prepared herself to accept the glass and take a sip of blood without barfing. Not that it stopped
Kylie’s stomach from wanting to rebel.Gotta do this. Gotta do this. For Della’s sake.Maybe you’ll
even like how blood tastes, Della had said earlier. Wouldn’t it be cool if you turned out to be
vampire?Not, Kylie had thought, but wouldn’t dare say it. She supposed being vampire wouldn’t
be any worse than being werewolf or shape-shifter. Then again, she remembered Della
practically crying when she talked about her ex-boyfriend’s repulsion to her cold body
temperature. Kylie preferred to stay at her own temperature, thank you very much. And the
thought of existing on a diet that mainly consisted of blood…? Well, Kylie seldom even ate red
meat, and when she did … cook that cow, please.While Holiday, the camp leader and Kylie’s
mentor, had said it was unlikely for Kylie to start exhibiting any huge metaphysical changes,



Holiday had also said anything was possible. Truth was, Holiday—who was full fairy—couldn’t
tell Kylie what her future held, because Kylie was an anomaly.And Kylie hated being an
anomaly.She’d never fit in the human world, and damn it if she wasn’t a misfit here, as well. Not
that the other campers didn’t accept her. Nope, she felt closer to these supernaturals than she
did human teens. Well, she did as soon as she learned that no one here was dying to have her
for lunch. Why, Della and Miranda were now her two major best friends—there wasn’t anything
she couldn’t or wouldn’t share with them. The blood donation pretty much proved that fact.Okay,
there was one thing Kylie couldn’t share with her two best friends. Ghosts. Most supernaturals
had a thing about ghosts. Not that Kylie herself didn’t have a thing about them. But it didn’t stop
the pesky phantoms from regularly popping in for visits.Nevertheless, whatever type of
supernatural she was, being a ghost magnet was her gift. Or … one of them. Holiday believed
that g... --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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The FamilySurvival GunLOCUSTS ON THE HORIZON PROJECTBy: Plan B Writers
Alliance©Plan B Writers Alliance 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014AUTHORS NOTE:This book does not
have a sole author. The Family Survival Gun is the second book produced by the Plan B Writers
Alliance for the Locusts on the Horizon Project.The Locusts on the Horizon Project has been an
ongoing collaboration since 2011 of the Plan B Writers Alliance, a group of people who have
been involved in preparation, military service, law enforcement, nomadic living, shooting sports,
outdoor pursuits, and technology for many years.We have intentionally priced this work at a low
price point which anyone can easily afford. We’ve done this in order to help as many people as
possible understand and analyze their current plans and adjust as necessary.Please kindly keep
this in mind prior to creating or distributing bootlegged copies of this work.Photo Credits:All
vintage early 20th Century photos from the Great Depression are courtesy of the National
Archives and Records Administration. Soviet era photos courtesy of the defunct Soviet Union. All
other photos and artwork is either the product of staff or permission has been granted from
outside sources. ‘The Locust Gang’ and ‘Larry the Locust’ ©Haleigh 2013,
2014.FOREWARDThe Family Survival Gun is both a stand-alone work, and an expansion upon
our core work, Locusts on the Horizon.Because it’s meant to be able to be used as a stand-
alone book, in addition to being an expansion of Locusts on the Horizon, some of the work in
this book will be familiar to one degree or another to those who have read the ‘Defense’ section
of the book, Locusts on the Horizon. However, there is a lot of new information here.The purpose
of this book, The Family Survival Gun, is to provide an in depth focus on the need families on a
budget have to acquire the essential firearm they need so they can better face the future.With
the majority of the US population now financially stressed, and millions of them attempting to
prepare themselves to face an uncertain future, this book answers an important question, “What
to do if a family can only afford one firearm?”For millions of families who are now acquiring their
first firearm, that question is a reality which they urgently have to find an answer for. It’s a
decision they have to make, they have to make it soon, and finances dictate that they get it right
the first time.The book highlights the fact that the cost of the firearm itself is only part of the cost
of what is really a complete weapon system.The book then focuses upon that one weapon
system, how to use it, how to keep it running, repaired, and fed with ammunition indefinitely into
the future, no matter what happens.Time is running short to get prepared, and every day that
passes is one day less that families have to get done what they need to do. The overall purpose
of the ongoing Locusts on the Horizon Project is to assist people in that vital goal.The Family
Survival Gun, is an important part of that goal, presented in a manner which almost any
American family can actually afford to do.TABLE OF CONTENTSTO BE ARMEDWHEN THE
GOING GETS ROUGHGATE OF TEARSJOE’S DOGLESSONSTHE CRUNCHSURVIVAL
GUNS OF THE PIONEER FAMILIESFAMILY SURVIVAL GUN SPECIFICATIONSTHE
REALISTIC BUDGETTASKSDEFENSEHUNTINGDURABILITY AND REPAIRABILITYTHE
CHOICESHOTGUN HISTORYTHE PUMP ACTION SHOTGUNWHICH SHOTGUN?SHOTGUN
BASICSVERSATILITYLEGALITYCOSTPRIMARY GAUGEFUNDAMENTAL INFOFRINGE



GAUGES12 GAUGE20 GAUGE.410 CALIBERLEGAL LENGTH LIMITSTHE WEAPON
SYSTEMTHE GUNMEET THE MOSSBERGMOSSBERG 500MOSSBERG Maverick
88MOSSBERG 535MOSSBERG 590 & 590A1MOSSBERG 835MOSSBERG 500
BANTAMMOSSBERG 505 YOUTH & 510 miniMOSSBERG 930LPA TRIGGER & FLEX
SYSTEMBARRELSBARREL LENGTHSIGHTSCHOKESMOSSBERG STANDARD
CHOKESLONG RANGE CHOKESRIFLED CHOKESCHOKE INTERCHANGEABILITYCHOKE
SELECTIONBARREL SELECTIONTHE PERFECT “ONE” BARRELMOSSBERG ALL
PURPOSE VENT RIB BARRELCYLINDER BORE BARRELSRIFLED BARRELSREGULAR VS
CANTILEVERRIFLINGBARRELS AND SHOT LOADSLONG SMOOTHBORE
BARRELSSHOTGUN AMMUNITIONSHOTGUN SHELL CONSTRUCTIONHULLMETALLIC
BASECRIMPPRIMERPOWDERWADS & CARDSPAYLOADCOMMON LOADSBIRD/SMALL
GAME SHOTBUCKSHOTBEST HOME DEFENSE SHOTLOADSBOX O’ TRUTHLOW RECOIL
BUCKSHOTSLUGSSABOT SLUGSFLECHETTE AND OTHER EXOTIC AMMOIMPROVISED
SLUGSSHOTGUN AMMUNITION LINKSRELOADING AMMUNITIONRELOADING BOOKSA
PRIMER ON PRIMERSTHE 209 PRIMERPOWDER BASICSSHOTGUN POWDERUSING
BLACKPOWDER IN A MODERN FIREARMBLACKPOWDER SUBSTITUTESMAKING
BLACKPOWDERRELOADING PRESSPOWDER MEASURINGHULL TRIMMINGROLL
CRIMPINGHULLSWADS & CARDSGAME SHOTBUCKSHOTSLUGSCASTING BUCKSHOT,
SLUGS, AND SABOT BULLETSLEAD CASTING GEARMAKING BIRD/SMALL GAME
SHOTTHE LAST DITCH RESORTSOURCES FOR RELOADING GEAR AND
SUPPLIESHOMEMADE RELOADING KITSTHE 12 GAUGE KITTHE .410 KITANTIQUE HAND
TOOLSAMMO CARRIERSTACTI-COOLSHELL BELTBUTTSTOCK CARRIERSIDE
SADDLEBANDOLIERSSHELL SLINGSHELL CADDYFLASHLIGHTFLASHLIGHT
1FLASHLIGHT 2HIGH END FLASHLIGHTSCLEANING KITSLINGSURVIVAL KITCOMPASS
MODPARACORDFOLDING STOCKS AND PISTOL GRIPSSPARE PARTS & REPAIRMANUALS
& VIDEOSSHOTGUN SPARE PARTSSOURCES OF PARTSPARTS DIAGRAMSDROP IN
ADAPTERSSHOTSHELL ADAPTERSRIFLED .22 ADAPTERUSING THE
ADAPTERSADAPTER LINKSOPTICSMOSSBERG BARREL & SCOPE COMBONIKONLENS
OBJECTIVEEMERGENCY BACKUP OPTICSCOPE MOUNTSRINGSSCOPE
COVERSCROSSHAIR LEVELING TOOLLASER BORE SIGHTTHE AIR RIFLETRAINING
TOOLPNEUMATICSBENJAMINDAISYRED RYDER & MODEL 25POWERLINE 880SUSING
YOUR SHOTGUNBASIC SAFETYSHOTGUN OPERATIONSAFETY SWITCHACTION LOCK
LEVERLOADINGUNLOADINGCLEANFIELD STRIPSHOTGUN HANDLINGCARRY & READY
POSITIONSBUTTSTOCK PLACEMENTGRIPTRIGGER PULLRECOIL
MANAGEMENTCHAMBERED WEAPONSHORT STROKINGAIMING & SIGHT
PICTUREGROUND TARGETSFLYING TARGETSPATTERNING & ZONES OF FIREFIRING
POSITIONSSTANCESSTANDINGCROUCHINGUNDERARM ASSAULTHIGH KNEELLOW
KNEELPRONESHOOTING BEHIND COVERBREACHINGRELOADING IN A FIGHTFROM THE
AMMO BELTFROM THE SHELL CADDYTRAININGNEW DOGS AND OLD TRICKSTHE BAD



GUYSCONTROLLING FIGHT OR FLIGHTWHEN/THEN THINKINGSITUATIONAL
AWARENESSCLASSESTRIGGER CONTROL EXERCISESNAP CAPsRANGE TIMEAIR RIFLE
AS A TRAINING TOOLBOOKS & VIDEOSPHYSICAL FITNESSSTOPPING POWERWOUND
CATEGORIESTERMINAL PERFORMANCETHE SHOOTING AFTERMATHAppendixWEAPON
SYSTEM COSTSBAREBONES M88 WEAPON SYSTEMBOOK PROJECT SHOTGUNTO BE
ARMEDWHEN THE GOING GETS ROUGHGATE OF TEARSOn March 8, 2005, two American
sailboats, the 47 foot long, fiberglass hulled ‘Gandalf’, crewed by a couple from Massachusetts,
and the 45 foot long, steel hulled ‘Mahdi’, skippered by a retired US Navy veteran, were sailing
together at about 8 knots. They were making a transit of the bandit infested Gulf of Aden,
heading for Bab el Mandeb, the entrance to the Red Sea, also known as the ‘Gate of
Tears’.Around 9:00am two, open, 25 foot long boats powered by gasoline outboards with three
men each came towards them at about 25 knots. These motorboats scouted them out, and
left.Later that day, around 4:00pm, two different boats about the same size, each with four men,
approached them head on. These boats were better built for travel on the open ocean, diesel
powered, with higher freeboard. They were spaced out about 200 yards apart, one ahead of the
other.With no warning or calls to surrender, both approaching motorboats opened fire with fully
automatic weapons, aiming straight for the cockpits of both sailing yachts. The intent was
obviously to simply kill the occupants, making plunder easier.One boat swung behind the stern
of the Mahdi in an attempt to board. The skipper of Mahdi, armed with a 12 gauge pump
shotgun, fired three rounds of ‘00’ buckshot into the attacking motorboat, causing its crew to
dive for cover into the bottom of their vessel. Its engine now smoking, the attacking motorboat
backed away from Mahdi.As the skipper of the Mahdi turned to fire at Gandalf’s attacker, he saw
Gandalf ram them, cutting the other attacking motorboat nearly in two and flipping it almost
completely over.With Gandalf about one hundred feet away, the skipper of Mahdi then saw the
motorboat he had chased off approach Gandalf directly on their stern.With the bow of the
motorboat touching Gandalf’s stern, two bandits armed with AK-47 assault rifles stood up in the
front of their vessel and moved to board Gandalf.The skipper of the Mahdi opened fire again
with his 12 gauge pump shotgun. Both bandits, armed with AK-47’s, were hit by a hail of ‘00’
buckshot and collapsed. The skipper of the Mahdi then fired more ‘00’ buckshot at the
helmsman steering the motorboat, hitting him too. When the bandit’s helmsman was hit, the
badly shot up motorboat veered away from Gandalf’s stern, and the two yachts left their
attackers in their wake. The last the crews of Mahdi and Gandalf saw of the bandits were that
they were drifting out on the open ocean and their remaining boat appeared to be disabled.The
crew of Gandalf later counted thirty bullet holes in their deck, dinghy, cabin house, dodger, and
mast. However, no one was injured, or killed. Thanks to the lone shotgun one of them owned,
along with the courage to stand their ground and fight, they still had their lives, their hard earned
property, and their freedom.JOE’S DOGThe two hour chase began on January 30, 2004, about
30 miles off Isla de Margarita, in the Caribbean.The three man Italian crew of the catamaran,
‘Joe’s Dog’ was en route to Puerto la Cruz, Venezuela, when they were approached by an open



motorboat that was filled with eight men carrying old, rusty shotguns. The Italian crew was
unarmed, except for a small, plastic flare gun.After firing numerous signal flares at the
approaching motorboat, missing them and causing no effect, the skipper of Joe’s Dog yielded to
VHF radio calls to stop and let themselves be boarded.The Venezuelan bandits took the two
crewmen below to loot the boat, leaving several bandits and the skipper in the cockpit.While
they were down inside the boat, the two crewmen heard a shotgun fire. With their bandit escorts
carrying everything of value that could be rapidly carried off of the boat, they came back up to
find their skipper lying dead on the deck.The bandits chuckled and then left with their loot. The
Italian skipper paid a high price that day for submission to the mercy of criminals, and for being
unarmed.LESSONSWith a single shotgun or hunting rifle, the crew of Joe’s Dog could have laid
waste to a lone, open boat filled with criminals, such as with the skipper of Mahdi did a year later.
They also could have done it from the much heavier protection of the catamaran than what his
attackers had in the small boat they were in, and the bad guys would have had nowhere to
hide.However, what that Italian crew lacked was more than merely a firearm. What they really
lacked was the proper outlook and mindset, which was why there was no firearm there to begin
with.A firearm is merely a tool, an extension of the real weapon, which is the free, sovereign
individual behind the trigger who’s willing to fight.Probably the single biggest lesson of these two
events is that even a single firearm in the hands of the good guys when they are willing to fight
can make a huge difference in the outcome of the event.THE CRUNCHNow that it’s becoming
more and more obvious that the USA is about to head off a financial cliff at some point in the not
too distant future, the desire to arm amongst Americans has become increasingly urgent.When
asked what would be a good investment for the future, one economic analyst and forecaster in
early 2014, who has a very good track record for being on the money, stated, “Food and shotgun
shells.”As the number of Americans who realize they need to prepare their families rapidly
grows, a vast number of people are buying guns. For many it’s the first gun and, due to finances,
it’s often the only gun in the household.Millions of people are now starting to buy guns and begin
prepping, starting from scratch, and the majority of those millions of people don’t have a lot of
money to do it with.The harsh reality is that 40% of the US workforce now makes less in real
buying power than what a minimum wage worker did in 1968.A huge percentage of the
American population, 64%, has $1000 or less in the bank at the end of the month after the bills
are paid. About 2/3 of those, 40% of the US population, have less than $500 in the bank at the
end of the month.People need to prepare to face the coming crisis, but in order to adequately
prepare their families, most of their resources will need to be focused on something other than
just guns.Guns can get expensive, and buying too many of them, or buying types you really don't
need, can wipe out a budget before you realize it. Excessive or unnecessary gun purchases can
wreck your entire prepping plan if you are not careful. Avoid the trap which many 'preppers' have
fallen into, which is to be bullet rich and dollar short. It can cripple all of the other important
things you need to do.So, the reality is that whatever firearm a huge number of families decide
upon as their first weapon purchase, it will probably be their primary, if not only firearm, at least



until the rest of their preps are complete. In many cases, it may wind up being the only firearm
they obtain before the situation in the USA gets critical.This one firearm needs to be the right
one because it needs to suffice for everything which that family might need it for. It has to be
capable of every type of hunting, along with self-defense.Interestingly enough, this puts a vast
number of Americans in the same situation regarding firearms that the 19th Century pioneer
families were in while prepping to head for homestead claims on the American
frontier.SURVIVAL GUNS OF THE PIONEER FAMILIESHollywood movies tend to show the
pioneers and settlers crossing the frontier with lever action Winchesters and other similar
guns.That really wasn’t the case most of the time. Guns like that were the new, cutting edge
technology in firearms. They were the AR-15 of the day, and out of the price range a vast number
of pioneer families.During the great westward expansion after the end of the US Civil War, a
large percentage of the pioneer families travelling west to homestead claims in their wagons
were from America’s financial lower strata. They were the working poor who were going west
because it was their best option at breaking the status quo and getting ahead.Because of this,
most of the pioneer families only had a single firearm, and it was often the least expensive, yet
still effective one that they could buy. For the most part, what these people were really armed
with were obsolete, military surplus cast offs that they bought at a hardware store.These guns
were dirt cheap and were the result of the relatively recent US Civil War.At the beginning of the
US Civil War, the Union side in that conflict bought up every obsolete, military surplus,
percussion cap musket they could find in every warehouse in Europe. It allowed them to arm a
vast number of men really fast. It also kept all of those European military surplus guns out of the
hands of the desperate Confederate armies.These obsolete guns were a stop gap measure that
the North quickly rectified early during the war with new, more modern guns as industrial
production caught up with demand. As better weapons became available in quantity, all of those
older guns went into storage well before the war was over.At the end of the war, these obsolete,
stop-gap muskets were all quickly sold off in mass quantity to merchants for extremely low
prices.These guns were commonly sold at retail stores with their barrels chopped down a bit, or
they often got chopped down a bit after purchase. They were bought for very little money as a
functional survival weapon by the working poor for their new life on the frontier.These percussion
cap muzzleloaders were typically smoothbore and .54 to .58 caliber. That is a bore diameter
similar to a modern 28 gauge shotgun.These guns were used in a surprisingly effective and
versatile manner on the frontier, often as shotguns. They could be loaded with buckshot, small
game/bird shot, or a round ball style bullet for a variety of uses. In a pinch, those guns could
even be used like the Native American tribes used their trade muskets, firing river gravel at small
game to save on valuable lead.Many families had meat on the table because they had these
guns, and on numerous occasions these guns saved them from outright famine.That era gave
rise to a saying that was later immortalized by early 20th Century author Elmer Keith, “Beware of
the man with only one gun, because he probably knows how to use it.”FAMILY SURVIVAL GUN
SPECIFICATIONSMillions of modern American families are now faced with a similar situation to



their pioneer ancestors. They need to arm themselves with something that is extremely reliable,
effective, and versatile and they need to do it very economically.For many years prepper and
survivalist books, along with encouragement from prepper culture on the Internet, has
recommend purchasing specific guns for different tasks. In today’s economic environment that is
simply out of the question. The majority of Americans arming up cannot afford a personal
arsenal, a ’survival battery’, of multiple firearms.THE REALISTIC BUDGETSomething which is
often overlooked by those new to prepping is that when they budget the cost of acquiring a
firearm for their family’s long term survival, the cost of the weapon is just part of the overall
expense. What you are buying is actually an entire weapon system.The goal is to not only get a
rugged, useful firearm which can do many tasks, but to make it as useful as possible and to keep
it functioning and fed with ammunition indefinitely into the future. So, there is much more to this
than just running out and buying a gun, some ammo, and calling it ‘good’.A firearm used for the
long term survival of your family needs an adequate ammunition supply. This can easily can cost
as much as the firearm itself.For a family’s primary firearm which they will rely upon they will
probably also want a small supply of spare parts as a form of insurance to make sure they
always have a working gun.If the weapon uses detachable magazines you will need several of
those, or at least a spare or two. Plus there are other accessories which are nice to have for it, or
they are a ‘must have’ item, such as a sling and a cleaning kit.Other things can be considered
important or even necessary for long term self-sufficiency, such as reloading tools to reload
spent ammunition cases.TASKSWhat will be the expected tasks which the one, primary firearm
should be capable of doing? Basically, these fall into two general categories, Defense and
Hunting.DEFENSEFirst and foremost, a family’s primary firearm that they rely upon should be
capable of realistic personal and home defense. It should be powerful, a proven man-stopper,
absolutely reliable, and capable of a rapid follow up shot, preferably multiple follow up shots if
need be.Most civilian self-defense encounters end without shots being fired, the criminals
leaving once the civilian homeowner is known to be armed.In the encounters which do end in
shots fired, the range is almost always at 7 meters (23 feet) or less, usually less. It usually
happens fast, and the average number of shots fired is two shots.Once shots start flying, the
bad guys almost always flee the scene, typically abandoning any of their buddies who are shot
and down.The family’s primary firearm must also be capable of dealing with pests and
predators, such as rabid animals, and feral dog packs. Even today, these have become
something of a problem in many rural areas, especially near the fringes of major cities. In a
prolonged crisis, problems with them will only get worse.To prepare for a worst case scenario,
the weapon chosen must be extremely reliable, shot after shot, with a history of proven
effectiveness against hostile attackers.HUNTINGIf the weapon is to be a family’s only firearm, it
must be capable of hunting a wide variety of game, from small game such as rabbits, to birds on
the ground/water or in the air, and larger game such as deer, javelina, feral hogs, and elk.Most
hunting kills in the USA with a firearm are done at 200 yards or less, usually much less. Your
firearm should be able to reach large game, such as a deer, out to ranges of at least 100 yards,



but a 200 yard range is desirable.Hunting may not always be your entire food supply, but even
when it isn't, it can usually supplement it, and at times it can save you from genuine famine.This
was discovered by many rural families in the Great Depression who often got a quarter to a third
of their food in this manner. Sometimes the ability to kill a single deer or feral hog supplied a life
giving amount of protein in their diet for quite a while, often weeks at a time. It was also a time
when many game populations were actually much lower than they are now.It doesn’t take a lot of
harvested game meat to make a significant difference in times of crisis and food shortages. For
example during times of extreme food shortages, governments tend to usually impose food
rationing. Often the food available is meager and barely capable of sustaining life.An example
from modern history of what could be called a functioning food shortage, but not quite a famine,
would be the food shortages and strict rationing during the occupation of Germany following the
end of WWII.During that time, one eyewitness account talked about a typical breakfast for a
single, widowed, working mother of six children and her kids. It would be a slice of bread each
and a cup of tea. That was it, it was all they had. The kids still had to go to school, and she still
had to go to work every day.Their dinner would be doled out from a single pot of potato soup.
The ingredients for the family dinner would be one potato, one onion, and a half pint of milk. That
was for one adult female and six children.In such situations, a single harvested game animal can
make a lot of difference.DURABILITY AND REPAIRABILITYIn addition to being affordable, the
firearm you chose should also be of a reliable, proven, rugged design.Well-made firearms which
fit this description have been handed down from generation to generation. A well-made firearm,
properly cared for, will last a long, long time.The firearm should also be readily repairable by the
owner, and it should also be of a common design so that parts are available. A small number of
important parts should be acquired and kept in reserve in case a repair is needed.THE
CHOICESo, with all of the parameters we had to operate within, we had to answer the question
of what would be the primary firearm to recommend, as a first, and possibly only firearm for a
family. This was a lot more difficult to come to an answer for, or at least a consensus, than it
seems on the surface.Eventually, though, it was apparent that there was really only one type
firearm which fit all of the criteria, and that was a shotgun, more specifically, a pump shotgun,
preferably in 12 gauge.A modern pump shotgun is the only weapon which does everything that
we need it to do. It’s incredibly rugged, versatile, and it’s one of the least expensive firearms of
any real quality you can buy.One of the features of the shotgun that makes it uniquely versatile is
that it is the one weapon whose ballistic characteristics and capabilities change radically when
you simply change to different types of ammunition. No other firearm is quite like this.With small
game/bird shot a shotgun can hunt small game like rabbits without destroying both the animal
and the food value. It can also pluck birds out of the air in edible condition like no other weapon
can.When loaded with slugs it can reliably drop anything on four legs in North America,
including big game like deer, feral hogs, elk, and even large bears.With buckshot a shotgun
becomes ferocious defensive weapon, a “poor man’s assault rifle”. At close range, which is
where civilian encounters typically occur and can be justified legally, it dramatically outclasses



any handgun for self-defense.There is another feature of modern pump shotguns which makes
them incredibly versatile. Most modern pump shotguns are designed so that they can easily
change barrels. For the more popular shotguns there is a variety of extra barrel styles
available.Barrels on modern pump shotguns are easily removed and changed.A modern slug
from a smoothbore can accurately hit a target at 75 yards to 100 yards, and good marksmen
accurately hit well past that.However, if you swap the smoothbore barrel to a rifled slug barrel,
which takes only a minute or two, that weapon then becomes a large bore rifle.Shotguns are
also some of the most affordable weapons of any acceptable quality on the market, and they are
typically easily obtained. In areas with harsh gun restrictions, shotguns are usually the easiest
weapon to get a permit for.The ammunition for shotguns is both affordable and readily available
at any Walmart, pretty much any sporting goods store, and in much of the country at many
hardware stores. In places like rural Missouri, for example, it’s even commonly found for sale in
gas stations.Shotgun ammunition is also easy to reload the spent shells, and very economical to
do so.If reloading supplies are in short supply or they have to be fabricated locally, shotguns are
one of the only centerfire weapons which have about the same performance when shells are
loaded with old fashioned blackpowder as they do with modern smokeless powder.In a
prolonged crisis shotgun ammunition can also become good barter material, especially 12
gauge because it is one of the two most common ammunition types in the USA, second only
to .22 rimfire ammunition.During the ammunition panic buying and shortages of 2013, the one
caliber of firearms ammunition which was still available for sale almost everywhere was 12
gauge, even after all of the .22 rimfire ammunition was gone.SHOTGUN HISTORYThe modern
shotgun and the basic design of the modern shotgun is actually very old technology. The basic
design of the modern shotgun shell was developed in the late 1860’s. Break action, double
barrel shotguns firing modern style, primer fired shotgun shells (with both all brass, and brass
based paper shells) became widely available by 1870.The shotgun also has a long history as a
standard police weapon, with its use extending back into our history. In the Old West, a shotgun
was often the first weapon in the hands of many lawmen and gunfighters alike. For decades now,
a 12 gauge pump shotgun has been commonly carried in the trunk or gun rack of every police
car. When it gets too serious for their handguns, modern American police routinely get out their
shotguns.Shotguns were amongst the first firearms that your average citizen could afford to own.
During the days of the frontier, the pioneer settler’s weapon of choice was most commonly a
shotgun. It was said throughout the 19th Century, during the great westward expansion on the
frontier, “A man with a shotgun never starved.”Early versions of the shotgun landed with the
pilgrims at Plymouth Rock, and versions of the same weapon were commonly used in naval
battles and pirate raids of that era.As the mountain men of the Rocky Mountain fur trade pushed
into the frontier, in addition to their muzzleloading rifles, more often than not a double barrel
muzzleloading shotgun was what rode across their saddle horn, at the ready as the first line of
defense, or to harvest game as the opportunity arose.Annie Oakley, 5ft tall, 100 lbs, and an
expert with a shotgunThe US military has used the shotgun for a variety of roles in combat since



the 19th Century, with modern uses in a wide range of tasks such as door breaching, guarding
secure installations, jungle warfare, close quarters combat, and boarding ships at sea.During
the US Civil war, the muzzleloading double barrel shotgun was a favorite weapon of horse
mounted cavalry, especially amongst the Confederate cavalry.Confederate Soldier with Double
Barrel ShotgunDuring WWI, when the Americans arrived en-mass on the battlefield in 1917,
they introduced the horribly surprised Germans to a relatively new American invention, the pump
action shotgun.The pump action shotgun was so ferocious and effective in trench warfare that
the German leadership issued a warning that any American soldier captured with a shotgun
would be summarily executed. American promises to retaliate against German prisoners
stopped the Kaiser's men from carrying out their threat.America’s experience with the pump
action shotgun in WWI left its mark on the US military. In the 1920’s, when submachine guns
were becoming better developed, there was a serious debate in American military circles as to
whether or not to use a submachine gun or a pump action shotgun as the 'assault weapon' of
the day.The 12 gauge pump shotgun was used extensively for jungle warfare with US troops
during WWII and Vietnam, in Malaysia with British forces successfully fighting that insurgency,
and by Rhodesian forces during their long guerilla war.US Marine in the Pacific in WWII with
Pump ShotgunEven today, military R&D is still developing advanced shotguns that include
exotic things like full automatic assault shotguns that can also fire bundles of flechettes and
explosive rounds.THE PUMP ACTION SHOTGUNThe pump shotgun is one of the classic
American inventions, and it made its first hugely successful commercial debut at the end of the
19th Century with the Winchester 1897.The layout of the modern pump action or ‘trombone
action’ shotgun was first developed in the 1870’s by various inventors. The design which was
first put into commercial production was one by the Spencer Arms Company in 1882, the
Spencer Repeating Shotgun. Its internal action wasn’t quite as simple as the modern shotguns
used today and was met with limited commercial success. One interesting feature is that it is
loaded and ejected from the top, which no modern pump shotgun does.Spencer Repeating
ShotgunThe pump action was favored by legendary gun designer John Moses Browning.
Browning felt that this was the best, most natural action for a repeating, magazine fed shotgun.
He had his own ideas on how one should be made, and the internal action he had in mind was
quite different from the Spencer.Browning’s desire to make a pump action shotgun was put
aside, over Browning’s objections, when Winchester paid him instead to develop the Winchester
1887 lever action shotgun. Winchester felt that people wanted lever actions due to the popularity
of their lever action rifles.Browning’s original idea for a pump action shotgun, however, was
finally put into production by Winchester as the Model 1897, and it skyrocketed in popularity. It
was faster firing than the model 1887 lever action, faster to load, more reliable, tougher, more
ergonomic, and more resistant to dirt and grime.The original Winchester 1897 and other older
style pump shotguns had an interesting feature in that they didn't have a disconnector on the
hammer. Because of this, holding the trigger down allows the gun to fire the instant a new round
is cycled into the chamber without requiring the trigger to be released and re-pulled. This is a



process known as 'slamfire'. Older versions of the Ithaca 37 and Winchester model 12 can also
do this.You can put out a significant amount of buckshot downrange very quickly with slamfire. In
CQB (close quarter combat), that can be devastating.This one reason is one why the Germans
in WWI feared the US Army's M1897, and it’s why the American troops who fought in France in
WWI gave it the nickname, 'Trench Broom'. A single American soldier could rapidly send a cloud
of buckshot down the narrow confines of a trench.US Army M1897 ‘Trench Broom’However, all
newer models of shotguns have a disconnector and are designed to prevent slamfire.
Manufacturers primarily cite safety reasons for this and the desire to prevent accidental firing of
the weapon. With all modern shotguns, in order for the shotgun to fire again, you have to let up
off the trigger and squeeze it again.The layout of the modern pump shotgun, with a hammer
totally concealed inside the action, was set down with the next milestone in shotgun
development in 1912. Winchester engineer Thomas Crosley Johnson modified Browning’s
model 1897 to make the Winchester Model 1912, aka the Winchester Model 12.Winchester
Model 12The original Winchester Model 97 was in production for 60 years, from 1897 to 1957,
and over one million were made. The Model 12 was made from 1912 until 1964 with about 2
million made, when it became the Model 1200 to make production easier, then the slightly
updated 1300 when Winchester changed hands in the 1980’s. Now, after Winchester went out of
business and was resurrected, the 1300 was updated again as the SXP (Super X Pump) which
is made under contract in Turkey.The basic layout of the Model 12 with its concealed hammer
inspired many modern shotguns. Two of these are the most popular pump shotguns ever made.
One of them is the Remington 870 produced in 1951, with over 10 million now made. The other
is the Mossberg 500, first produced in 1960. Mossberg manufactured their 10 millionth
Mossberg 500 pump shotgun in 2013.Today, there is a variety of modern, highly versatile pump
shotguns on the market, but that market is really dominated by two American companies,
Mossberg and Remington.Mossberg 500Remington 870Modern pump shotguns from the major
manufacturers have a feature which makes them very versatile, and which also allows them to
be stored compactly. Modern pump shotguns (and modern semi-auto shotguns also) are
designed to be able to rapidly and easily change their barrels.The barrel selection for the two
most popular makes of pump shotguns, the Mossberg 500 and the Remington 870, has no
equal, and both are very affordable.WHICH SHOTGUN?In the USA, for the family getting
prepared for an uncertain future on a budget, the debate really brews down to two brands as a
primary choice, Mossberg and Remington.There are other brands on the market, but for
availability, parts, aftermarket accessories, and just general reliability, Mossberg and Remington
are the best options. Most pump shotguns sold in the USA are one of these two brands.While
both are good shotguns, after much debate on the issue, we settled on Mossberg as having an
edge over Remington as a weapon for long term self-sufficiency and survival.One key reason for
this is that the Mossberg 500 is more user maintainable and repairable than the Remington 870,
minimizing the need to ever call upon a professional gunsmith, which may, or may not be
available. Unlike the Remington, virtually every part on the Mossberg can be removed and



replaced by the owner with basic, common tools.For example, the ejector on the Remington 870
is riveted to the inside of the receiver. To replace it is a factory job or one done by a professional
gunsmith familiar with the problem and properly equipped. This repair often costs between $75
and $100. On a Mossberg you just use a screwdriver to remove a screw, replace the ejector, and
then put the screw back in.Another example, the magazine tube on a Remington 870 is brazed
into place, and is considered to be part of the receiver. Its repair or replacement is normally a job
for the factory or a well-equipped and skilled gunsmith. On a Mossberg, the magazine tube
screws into the receiver, held fast with a bit of Loctite. You can heat up the aluminum receiver
with a hair dryer, or something similar, to loosen the Loctite. You can then remove it with a strap
wrench (or often by hand) for repair or replacement.The Mossberg has also shown itself to be
less prone to malfunctions and jamming under dirty environmental conditions and prolonged
firing of large amounts of ammunition than an equivalently priced Remington 870 Express (not
all Remingtons are built the same, and they are priced accordingly).We've witnessed the
Mossberg 500 being brutalized and abused under awful conditions. They still worked, and
worked well.Here is an example of how tough a Mossberg 500 is, and it is also an example why
it’s good that Mossberg has two extractors versus the Remington 870’s single extractor.On one
occasion duck hunting in a coastal marsh, the shooter was firing old 12 gauge shells that had
been left exposed to the salt sea air for a prolonged period, and the steel bases of the plastic
shells were really rusty and corroded. He probably shouldn't have been using that ammo.
Eventually one of the very rusty bases stuck in the chamber after it had been fired.The shooter
took the shotgun, clutched the pump slide, and slammed the bottom of the buttstock of the
shotgun hard against a fallen tree trunk a couple of times, each time hitting a bit harder, to eject
the empty, rusty shell. We don't recommend doing this if you can avoid it, however, the gun
ejected the corroded shell, and it still worked fine after that.The Mossberg is also less expensive
than a Remington, especially if you judge on a quality per dollar scale. The Mossberg 500 is
priced like the lower grade Remington 870 Express, but its real competitor for durability and
reliability is the higher grade, and much more expensive, Remington 870 Wingmaster. Not all
Wingmasters are created equal either. The Wingmasters intended for military and police use are
built on a separate assembly line with a higher level of quality control.That is not to say that the
Remington 870 isn't a very good shotgun, especially the higher grade, and more expensive
Wingmaster. However, by the criteria which we judged them by for full spectrum use, price, and
long term self-sufficiency, the Mossberg comes out ahead for a family survival gun.The best deal
on a Mossberg 500 series shotgun is the Mossberg Maverick 88.The Maverick 88 is simply a
Mossberg 500 in almost every way possible except that it uses a different, easier to manufacture
trigger pack that has a button safety forward of the trigger on the trigger guard instead of a tang
safety. The receiver also isn’t drilled and tapped for a Picatinny rail like the Mossberg 500. A few
machining steps were saved doing those things. It also has a plain, blued finish and a simpler
made pump assembly, which can be swapped out for an M500 assembly if desired.
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Bookman McCoy, “Solid advice for those unfamiliar with firearms, written in plain English, not
gun writer-speak. A very straightforward text on what firearm to choose as the single arm to have
if you can only afford to have one. It starts out with the uses for a family firearm, from providing
food for the table to keeping the food you have from those who would forcibly take it from you,
not letting you willingly share it with them. From there it tells you how one type arm can fulfill all
those needs and which one to choose by manufacturer and model, actually two, one being the
lower grade brother of the other. With that one, they tell you how to upgrade it to equal its
better.Once you have the particular arm, now they fill you in with accessories to make it fill all the
roles it's capable of filling, from short range self defense to long range big game take with small
game, including wing shooting. Ammunition choices for all the uses, including roll your own, get
their coverage with economy and luxury methods addressed, too.All in all, this book will help you
outfit your family for supplying the table and staying safe. I highly recommend it.”

Pharma Doc, “The BEST common sense book/manual out there on Survival Guns. There are
more books / articles / web posts out there varying on the theme of "which gun should I buy"
than you can count, but usually they are either thinly veiled ads for the latest and greatest
newest arrivals or else recommend weapons that a seasoned combat veteran of multiple wars
might not be able to handle and require a platinum AMEX to afford. You usually read these and
end up feeling frustrated or despondant as you have no one to advise you as to what your best
options are, and start thinking that maybe you SHOULD start looking at those $2,000.00 battle
rifle platforms."The Family Survival Gun" is a no-nonsense, down to earth, practical manual of
the survival shotgun, in particular the Mossberg 500. Not only do they explain in detail WHY you
should choose this particular weapon, they have page after page of detailed sources, links and
recommendations for different barrels, parts and accessories, and EXPLAIN what they are for,
why you need them, and alternatives if you don't. They have detailed recommendations for
personal protection and survial, as well as hunting, with nice sections on ammo, chokes,
reloading tools and supplies and even air rifles for practice.You will find yourself reading and
rereading this book, then reading it again with a highlighter in hand, taking notes. Without a
doubt, it has crystalized my long gun philosophy, which I always felt was right, but now "The
Family Survival Gun" has formally validated and probably saved me thousands in potentially
misspent funds on guns I don't need.Can't wait for the handgun version!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Outstanding. The author took the time, which had to be sustantial, to write
a book that is correct and has life saving information.”

RCWX, “Good info. Good info comparing the two best guns ( in the authors opinion)glad I
bought it and fortunately I have the recommended gun.”



Advanced Sarcasm, “pretty good basic info, and validation. I admit to being partial to the firearm
of choice, owning several versions. However, I found the book to be a great basic resource for
the person who needs to choose one defensive weapon. The authors give a nod to the
Remington 870 as an alternative to the Mossberg, and much of the advice about training,
modifications, and accessories is applicable to other makes of shotgun. I also found the
dialogue to not be extremist politically, so a middle of the road minded lesson wouldn't be
offended.”

Kyle, “Awesome book!!! Highly recommended!!!. Much more in depth information than the guns
sections in Locusts on the Horizon (also a “must read”). Disassembly, cleaning, safe handling,
practical uses, etc...  All covered extensively.”

WebSurfer21, “Simple, Practical Advice that anyone can use. It looks like the Plan B team did it
again. I like this book because there is no hype, no BS, just straight forward practical advice. The
authors do a really good job showing you how one very affordable shogun can serve as an
extremely useful and usable firearm by almost anyone. Kudos to the Plan B team, I hope to see
more books from these authors in the future.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Fun, fun. Fun, fun, fun history and lots of good information on shooting,
owning and just common sense on shotgun use. DS, Bothell, WA”

The book by C. C. Hunter has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 15 people have provided feedback.
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